We address the following question: To what extent can a quantum field tell if it has been placed in de Sitter space? Our approach is to use the techniques of non-equilibrium quantum field theory to compute the time evolution of a state which starts off in flat space for (conformal) times η < η 0 , and then evolves in a de Sitter background turned on instantaneously at η = η 0 . We find that the answer depends on what quantities one examines. We study a range of them, all based on twopoint correlation functions, and analyze which ones approach the standard Bunch-Davies values over time. The outcome of this analysis suggests that the nature of the equilibration process in this system is similar to that in more familiar systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
De Sitter space is widely accepted as a probable early-universe cosmological solution, as it describes the state of the universe during inflation. Provided our universe possesses a completely stable positive cosmological constant, it should also asymptotically approach de Sitter space at late times [1] .
The standard lore of de Sitter space is that it acts as a heat bath, in such a way that an Unruh-deWitt detector for a quantum field in a de Sitter background will register a thermal spectrum for the number of particles in a given momentum mode ( [3] and references therein).
But how does this happen? If de Sitter space is past and future eternal and the state is de Sitter invariant, then it should not come as a surprise that the Green's functions of the quantum field embedded in this background should partake of its thermal behavior as evidenced by the periodicity in imaginary time inherent in the metric [4] . However, suppose we start the de Sitter evolution at an initial time, as might happen in inflation, say, and further assume that we start the field in a state that is not de Sitter invariant. What happens next?
We address this question here in a particular scheme which is chosen to be relevant to the question and also technically tractable. Consider the situation where, for conformal times η < η 0 , the background geometry is that of Minkowski flat space-time, and a minimally coupled free field is taken to be in the free field vacuum state of the flat space Hamiltonian.
Then at η = η 0 , the background is changed to become de Sitter space with an expansion rate H so that the Gibbons-Hawking temperature is T de S = H 2π
. Since we are only considering free field theory in a time-dependent background, we can solve the functional Schrödinger equation for the wave functional describing the state of the field explicitly, and use this wave functional to understand to what extent does this state approximate the "thermal" BunchDavies (BD) state [5] , by analyzing ratios of various correlators and momentum-energy tensors, evaluated in our vacuum state to the quantities considered in the BD vacuum state.
This issue is not only of conceptual relevance, but could have observational consequences as well. The state of the field prior to inflation need not be one that matches on smoothly to [1] Such an idea is at the heart of de Sitter Equilibrium, an alternative to eternal inflation as an initial conditions independent cosmological framework [1, 2] , but the motivation for this paper is broader than this.
the BD state at the onset of inflation, and if the number of e-folds is close to the minimum it is not an outlandish thought that some remnants of this pre-inflationary state might have survived to imprint themselves on the CMB and/or large scale structure. Conversely, given how well the power spectrum of CMB fluctuations has been measured [6, 7] , and how closely
this spectrum follows what would have been expected from the assumptions of an initial BD state, we can use this data and our calculation to constrain the space of allowed initial states for inflationary fluctuations. In the next section we set up the initial value problem for the Schrödinger wave functional with the flat space initial conditions described above. We then use that wave functional to compute two-point functions in our state. Since we have a free field theory, that state will be a gaussian, and thus fully described by the three correlation functions:
and As discussed in the introduction, we consider a test scalar field embedded in an FRW space-time that transitions between a constant scale factor for conformal times η ≤ η 0 to a de Sitter scale factor for η > η 0 . We assume that such a space-time is generated by an appropriate stress-energy tensor via the Einstein equations, but do not concern ourselves further with how this background geometry is obtained.
If Φ( x, η) denotes the scalar field in question, the action we use is
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to η, and m 2 = m 2 Φ + ξ B R, m Φ referring to the mass of our field. We will take the scale factor as
The scale factor is continuous though not differentiable at η = η 0 . A more reasonable assumption would be that the transition is smoother than this (for an example see [8] ), but this will suffice for our purposes.
Instead of quantizing this theory in the usual way (i.e., by defining creation and annihilation operators acting on the Fock space of states) we will use a Schrödinger picture quantization [10] . Here we use eigenstates of the Schrödinger picture field operatorΦ( x),
The state of the field is then represented by a wave functional Ψ [Φ(·); η] (or more generally by a density matrix element ρ[Φ(·),Φ(·); η]) satisfying the Schrödinger (Liouville) equation
whereĤ is the Hamiltonian operator (again in the Schrödinger picture) obtained from the action in Eq. (1). For our case this readŝ
with Π = a 2 (η)Φ being the canonically conjugate momentum to Φ, represented in the usual way as Π → −iδ/δΦ(·) in the Schrödinger picture.
We note that the Schrödinger equation in Eq. (4) should written using the proper time of the observer measuring the wave function. For an FRW space-time this would be the cosmic time t. However, the use of conformal time corresponds to a canonical transformation and thus gives rise to the same physics [10] , as would be expected of a coordinate transformation.
It will be important in our later analysis to keep in mind that t → ∞ corresponds to η → 0 − .
We will take our spatial geometry to be flat so we can expand the field in terms of Fourier components. Furthermore, we will quantize our field in a box of comoving spatial volume V so that the Schrödinger picture field and conjugate momenta can be written as
where the equal time commutation relations
imply Φ k , Π q = iδ k,− q and thus, in the Schrödinger picture, Π q can be represented as
. Hence, the Hamiltonian breaks up into the sum of Hamiltonians for each mode, and we can also write the wave function as the product of wave functions for each mode:
Since we have a free field theory, our ansatz for the ground-state wave functional for each mode should be Gaussian as in
where we have made use of rotational invariance to write the kernel A k (η) as a function of the magnitude k of k. By matching powers of Φ k on either side of the Schrödinger equation
for each mode we find:
where the primes represent conformal time derivatives, and the initial condition is found by considering the ground state wave function of a quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator with mass a 2 (η 0 ) and frequency Ω k (η 0 ).
B. Solving the mode equations
Eq. (10) is of the Ricatti form and can be converted into a second order equation of Schrödinger type via the substitution
Doing this we find
The equation we start with for A k (η) is a first order equation and we have one initial condition for it so that there is a unique solution for A k (η). On the other hand, the equation for φ k (η) is a second order one, requiring two initial conditions for a unique solution. The resolution of this dilemma can be found by noting that A k is related to the ratio of φ k and φ k . This means that in any linear combination of the two independent solutions to Eq. (12),
we can factor out an overall constant leaving only one constant to be determined. We can use this freedom to fix the (constant) Wronskian of φ k (η) and φ * k (η) to equal −i. Imposing this condition then implies that
. Eq. (12) is nothing but the mode equation for a massive, minimally coupled scalar field in de Sitter space. The solutions are well known [11] and we can write
It is easy to check that the Wronskian condition implies that |α k | 2 − |β k | 2 = 1; had we been doing Heisenberg field theory, we would infer that the modes φ k (η)
are just the Bogoliubov transforms of the BD modes U k (η). Moreover, as η 0 → −∞, the form of U k (η) allows us to conclude:
from which we can infer α k → 1 and β k → 0, i.e. in this limit, we go back to an eternal inflationary patch of de Sitter space with the field state being the BD state.
The full wave function for the mode Φ k is thus given by
where we should note that when computing any expectation values for quantities involving the mode Φ k , we also need to include the contribution of the wave function ψ − k (η), since
, and Φ is a real field. This is equivalent to using the square of ψ k (η) in any such calculation.
Eq. (15) coupled with the mode equations (12) gives the full specification of the quantum state with the given initial conditions. We can now use this wave function to compute observables that might help us answer the question asked in the introduction: to what extent does this state "feel" de Sitter space?
C. Calculating relevant correlation functions
What are the useful diagnostic tools to evaluate the behavior of this state?
Since the state is Gaussian, it can be fully specified by the following correlators:
where A kR denotes the real part of the kernel A k (η).
The other correlators are also easy enough to compute. For Π k Π − k we have
Finally, we find Π k Φ − k + Φ k Π − k to be given by
We can check to see what happens to our two-point functions as a function of time. In particular, we might expect that, if de Sitter space really did act as a heat bath and an "equilibration" process truly was in effect over time, then we should see these correlators approach the standard de Sitter two-point functions. We can check this by noticing that at late times, it is only the imaginary part of the Hankel function that becomes relevant (since it is singular as η → 0 − ). Hence, the late-time expression of the Hankel function is
so that, as kη approaches 0 − for finite k, we can use this form in our two-point functions to find:
At first glance, focusing our attention on Φ k Φ − k , Eq. (19) tells us that, even at late times, information about the initial state as encoded in the coefficients α k and β k is not lost, at least not in the two-point function. This should not be surprising since unitary evolution always preserves information about the initial state as long as the state is viewed in a sufficiently fine-grained manner. It is only through coarse-graining that a process of equilibration (should it occur) will be revealed. In this paper we will consider coarse-graining that is expressed by looking at quantities averaged over a range of k modes.
We can be more explicit about Eq. (20) in the massless, minimally coupled case where
(this was also treated in [9] ). In this case,
and
For −kη 0 1, this modulating factor tends towards 1.
The two-point functions are studied in further detail in section III, after substituting q = −kη 0 in the mode equation, and performing proper rescalings of our quantities by appropriate powers of −η 0 .
D. The stress-energy tensor
With the previous two-point functions in hand, we can study the equilibration of our mode with respect to the BD mode. Moreover, we can calculate relevant quantities such as the stress-energy tensor and in particular the energy density T 0 0 .
We need to compute the expectation value of the stress-energy tensor in a particular state corresponding to the density matrix ρ(η). The momentum-energy tensor in operator form is
Thus, in a de Sitter background,
where 
where in our case,
− ν 2 , and G
is not straight forward, even in the massless minimally coupled case. A more in depth analysis of Eq. (24) will be presented in the next section.
III. NUMERICAL WORK A. Numerical approach
Now that we have calculated all the relevant correlation functions involving our state and used those to compute the pertinent observables, we turn to a numerical analysis of these quantities.
Before doing this, however, a rescaling of our mode equations, fields φ k and corresponding momenta Π k should be performed. Time will be measured in units of 
where a prime now denotes a derivative with respect to x. Notice that, going from Eq. (12) to Eq. (26), we made the substitution
− ν 2 . The initial conditions previously defined now give
and φ q (0) = i q 2 + 9 4 − ν
The measure of the equilibration of our state to the BD state will be quantified by the approach of the corresponding correlators to the standard BD ones. We will examine this approach both mode by mode as well as in terms of momentum integrated quantities. For simplicity, we focus on the massless, minimally coupled case below.
B. Correlators
Single mode case
We consider ratios of the form
,and
, where (M ode) stands for a correlation function evaluated in our ansatz and (BD) for the same quantity examined in the Bunch-Davies state. Below are plots of all such ratios. Fig. 1 shows
for q = 1, 10, and 100. For q = 1, corresponding to a mode that is crossing the horizon at η = η 0 , the ratio seems to settle well below unity, increasing monotonically until it plateaus for larger x values, meaning that no equilibrium between
is reached. This is not surprising. Indeed, since all modes for which q ∈ [0, 1] are essentially frozen we should not expect anything dynamical to happen to their matching correlation functions. Thus it seems clear that for modes crossing the horizon or outside of it, information about the initial state is never lost.
As q increases to 10 or even 100,
is characterized by an undamped oscillatory behavior about 1 with higher q's having smaller amplitudes. The absence of damping is due to the fact that taking a ratio of Φ q Φ − q in different states erases the contributions of the scale factors, as can be seen from Eq. (16), hence the red-shifting of the modes due to the expansion of the universe is removed. Additionally, since our state can be viewed as a Bogoliubov transform of the BD state, |φ q (x)| 2 just oscillates about |U q (x)| 2 with constant amplitude. Given the form of Φ q Φ − q the same should occur between Φ q Φ − q (M ode) and
The ratio Fig. 2 , presents similarities with Fig. 1 for q = 10 and q = 100, namely the ratio corresponding to such modes is oscillatory about an equilibrium value of 1 and undamped. Moreover for q = 1, no approach to unity is observed.
The last ratio of correlators, Fig. 3 . When q = 1, this quantity appears to grow monotonically for all x, corroborating the absence of equilibrium for such corresponding modes. The striking feature of Fig. 3 , manifesting itself when compared to Fig. 1 and 2 , is that the ratios tend to oscillate about 1 for q > 1, but now with an amplitude that diminishes as a function of time. The size of the oscillations is now damped linearly, while being constant in the first two plots. Such a disparity is due to the presence of scale factors in (18) that do not cancel upon taking a quotient of two-point functions 
FIG. 1: The ratio
for q = 1, 10, and 100. For q = 1 (dotted line) the ratio clearly does not asymptote to 1, while for q = 10 and q = 100 (dashed and solid lines, respectively) it oscillates about 1 without any damping, but with amplitude decreasing with increasing q values.
Such fine-grained curves do not observe equilibration. 
FIG. 2: The ratio
(BD) for q = 1, 10, and 100. Similarly to what was observed in Fig. 1 , it appears the ratio evaluated at q = 1 does not approach 1, while
Π q Π − q (BD) taken for q = 10 or q = 100 oscillates without damping about 1, with an amplitude that decreases as q becomes higher. As in Fig. 1 
FIG. 3: The ratio
for q = 1, 10, and 100. Similar conclusions to the ones in Fig. 1 and 2 can be made, namely, the higher the q-mode the smaller the amplitude of oscillations.
However, contrary to the previous two figures, the ratios corresponding to q = 10 and 100 oscillate about 1 with amplitude decreasing linearly.
Despite the described differences found when comparing Fig. 1, 2 , and 3, we argue that one can draw similar conclusions regarding the lack of equilibration. It is not surprising that correlation functions for modes crossing, near crossing, or outside the horizon do not exhibit equilibration, as such modes freeze out. Moreover the oscillatory behavior shown for higher q modes in Fig. 1 and 2 also does not reflect equilibration. At first glance, the curves in Fig. 3 seem to indicate an approach to the BD mode, since all curves approach unity over time. However, x → 1 corresponds to t → +∞ for cosmic time t. We feel the slowness of the approach to unity of the curves in Fig. 3 leaves us unconvinced that this quantity should be regarded as equilibrating. The q = 1 and q = 10 curves clearly do not actually reach unity as x → 1, and the same is true of the q = 100 curve, although this is harder to see from the plot.
The lack of equilibration of the two-point functions for single modes is hardly the final word. After all one cannot learn about the equilibration of a box of gas by following a single energy eigenstate of the microscopic system, no matter how strongly the equilibration is realized overall. We next consider correlation functions averaged over a range of q's, as a way to represent coarse-graining. Although our setup is rather formal, we believe these averaged quantities bring us closer to representing realistic observables.
Quantities averaged over modes
We integrated all our two-point functions over finite ranges of q: [1, 3] , [3, 9] , and [10, 20] .
Such domains in q have been chosen to demonstrate the difference between modes that sit inside the horizon (with large wavelengths for q ∈ [3, 9] or q an order of magnitude away from horizon-crossing for q ∈ [10, 30] ) and those that are traversing or near the horizon. We have found that the general behaviors can be identified without including even higher values of q. Our ratios then become
, where q min is our lower limit of integration and q max our upper limit.
As shown in Fig. 4 , integrating
[q min ,qmax] over q introduces damping in the ratio of the two for mode ranges well within the horizon, while averaging over the near-horizon-crossing range (q ∈ [1, 3]) does not. For the former modes, the ratios oscillate about 1 but a damping occurs over time such that the two-point functions eventually asymptote to 1. For q ∈ [10, 30] , the ratio clearly becomes 1, i.e, equilibration of
[q min ,qmax] is reached. Looking at higher q-modes, we observed that the higher the q-domain the earlier the equilibration, since such modes have smaller amplitudes. Comparing with Fig. 1 , we can infer that the damping is due to the integration over q-modes. Hence we may conclude that, from the perspective of the field correlation functions, equilibrium is attained for sets of modes that start well inside the horizon, with q of order 10 and beyond.
We may draw similar conclusions from Fig. 5 as in Fig. 4 . For q ∈ [3, 9] and q ∈ [10, 30],
appears oscillatory about the equilibrium position and damped. For the former domain, the ratio does not exactly achieve equilibrium but approaches it. It clearly hits 1 for q ∈ [10, 30] . For q min = 1, no equilibration occurs. Therefore, we may conclude that modes such that q is of order 10 and beyond equilibrate, from the point of view of the momentum correlator.
In Fig. 6 , we observe a slight difference in the behavior of the lowest q-range modes. For
appears to plateau for x ≥ 0.7. Nevertheless no approach to unity can be found. This again proves that modes which are crossing or near-crossing the 
FIG. 4: The ratio
oscillates about 1 with a clear damping over time. 3, 9] , and q ∈ [10, 30] . For q min = 1 and q max = 3 (dotted line) the ratio oscillates about 1 without damping, while for other ranges [q min , q max ], the ratio damps out close to 1. For q ∈ [10, 30] (solid line), it clearly achieves 1 for higher x-values. In other words coarse-graining
over such modes results in equilibration of the numerator and denominator.
horizon do not equilibrate. Plots generated after integrating for q ∈ [3, 9] , and q ∈ [10, 30],
show the same trends as in Fig. 4 and 5. Such modes approach (for q min = 3) equilibrium or equilibrate (q min = 10 and higher). <P q F -q + F q P -q > Aqmin,qmaxE HModeL
q Ε 10,30
FIG. 6: The ratio
, and q ∈ [10, 30] . For the first domain of q (dotted line),
. For q min = 3 or 10, the ratio is damped over time, and equilibrium is reached for q-modes of order and greater than 10.
In summary, when we ask whether the correlation functions of our state and the BD state approach one other, the answer seems to be that it depends on which modes are being considered. For those that remain well inside the horizon, we see the tendency of our state to approach the BD one, while for low q-modes, this does not occur.
C. Stress-energy tensor
In terms of our variables x and q, Eq. (24) in the massless minimally coupled case As seen when analyzing two-point functions, the ratio settles away from 1 when q = 1 and exhibits an oscillatory behavior about 1 for the other q-modes. However, contrary to our previous observations, the oscillations are characterized by an amplitude that increases as a function of x. This is rather puzzling. Indeed, as discussed in section III B, our state should be fully described by the two-point functions. T 0 0 q itself is a function of two of them, in the massless and minimally coupled case. Thus we should expect to draw the same conclusions as in III B. Note, however, that our conclusions about equilibration as perceived from the correlators originated after integrating them over q. This suggests that we should adopt the same approach here. [q min ,qmax] . The distinctive feature of the plot is the fact that the integrated expectation value of the stress-energy tensor decreases monotonically as a function of x, and eventually reaches 0. Given that Φ q Φ − q falls off as a function of x, and so does 1 − x (representing the scale factor in our rescaled equations) for x ∈ [0, 1), such a behavior makes sense from the point of view of those quantities. The correlator Π q Π − q , however, rises as a function of x. Since it does so as (1 − x) −2 , the presence of (1 − x) 6 in front of Π q Π − q in Eq. (28) is responsible for an overall decrease. In other words, the expansion of the universe takes obtained using q min = 1 and q max = 50 as our limits of integration.
The ratio seems to oscillate about 1.0004 with an amplitude that decreases up to x = 0.5 but keeps increasing afterward.
The quantity
is plotted in Fig. 9 . Again, the limits of integration were chosen to be q min = 1 and q max = 50. The ratio appears to oscillate with damping until about x = 0.5, but the amplitude of oscillations keeps increasing afterwards until very late times. This is quite unexpected as, from the point of view of the two-point functions, the ratios appeared damped monotonically with increasing x values, after coarse-graining.
One could now ask why we used such low limits of integration. Using higher limits resulted in jaggedness in the plots coming from the higher frequency modes in the integral, which are difficult to integrate numerically. Since we are dealing with Hankel functions, themselves highly oscillatory, it is not astonishing that numerical integrators will have difficulty handling them. The fact that a lower step size in x modified the observed jaggedness backs this hypothesis up.
Smaller steps in x however means greater computing time. Analyzing plots with q max > 50 revealed that the equilibrium position of oscillations in
would decrease to become closer to 1. Given the problems encountered after integrating numerically, we chose to call upon Riemann sums of T 0 0 q instead of integrals. A step size in q of order unity seemed appropriate and sufficient to draw our conclusions. . From the plots one can infer that the higher the q max the lower the amplitude of oscillations of our ratio. Additionally, the equilibrium position of the latter gets arbitrarily near 1 as q max increases. For a value q max = 500, the ratio appears to remain at 1, up to 5 digits. This corroborates the fact that some equilibration process occurs as long as q-modes of order 100 and more are included. One last important characteristic that can be found in the figure, is the fact that the quotient does not seem to diverge at very late times but flattens out.
Another path to consider is changing our lower limit q min in the integration, q min = 1 corresponding to modes exiting the horizon. As seen in III B correlators characterizing such modes behave much differently than those for higher q values. Fig. 11 shows central value about which oscillations occur is to unity. Also, the amplitude decreases with higher q min 's.
The stress-energy tensor seemed at first to be telling us a slightly different story about the equilibration of our state. However, focusing on the late time behavior of . Hence, the effects observed in Fig. 9 should be attributed to the limit in precision, the bounds in q of our numerical calculation, and horizon-crossing effects. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To check for the approach to equilibrium for any given system, said system has to be disturbed from the putative equilibrium state. Then, its relaxation, or lack thereof back to the original state can be studied. This is what we did here: we disturbed de Sitter space by attaching to it a flat space segment for conformal times η ≤ η 0 , and considered what happened to the quantum state of a test scalar field in this geometry. The claim being tested is that this state should relax to the "thermal" Bunch-Davies state.
The simplicity of the system allowed us to fully characterize the state by its various two-point functions and we used the ratios of these two-point functions in the disturbed state to their values in the BD state as our diagnostics of equilibration. We also used the stress-energy tensor as a check on whether our state evolved to the BD one.
What we found was that if we considered these quantities mode by mode there was no evidence of equilibration. Coarse-grained quantities (integrated over a range of q-modes) did show evidence of equilibration in cases where the modes were well within the horizon.
It seems that the importance of coarse-graining in our analysis here is no different than it is in more familiar equilibrating systems. Integrating our quantities over momentum modes that remained inside a horizon defined by η 0 , we saw that they did equilibrate, and the smaller the wavelengths of our modes, the earlier the equilibration. Particular attention was given to the analysis of the momentum-energy tensor which, initially, presented disparities when compared to the other observables. The range of horizon-exit times of our modes, the necessity to restrict our domain in q-space, and a finite precision in our numerical integrations accounted for such differences.
While our results corroborate the attractor behavior of the Bunch-Davies state, no notion of thermality was discussed. The Bunch-Davies state however is considered thermal [3] , upon calculation of how an Unruh-DeWitt detector responds when the field is placed in such a state. Such ambiguity will be investigated and hopefully alleviated in future work ( [12] ) in which we address the thermality of our state, after developing a different way to calculate the response rate of an Unruh-DeWitt detector.
